
Hi Everyone,
 

After one very rainy night there
was a lot of activity at the fish

counting fence. When we showed
up the Colquitz River was running
high. There was good Coho news
and bad Coho news to report so
lets start with the good news..

COHO GOOD NEWS AND COHO
BAD NEWS

Swan Lake Nature Narratives, with Lenny

The Coho were making a big run
up the river at last.

Fish after fish was netted,
identified, counted and released.
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It was great to see so many fish.
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It kept going on for so long that poor hard working John had to take off his coat.
And still they kept coming.

COHO GOOD NEWS AND COHO BAD NEWS
Especially after the worries about the 
low rainfall and low numbers so far.

John had to pause long enough to 
identify each fish.

There were males.

And females.

And little Jacks
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New salmon were entering the trap as others 
were being released.

There were even some Sea-run Cutthroat Trout
 to be found.
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It was wonderful to see so many fish in the net.

And even better to wish them good luck on the
rest of their journey. It was good news for the

Coho with over 40 fish showing up that morning.

 All told 176 Coho have made their way
upstream so far. There have been 28 females,

22 males, and 128 Jacks (juvenile males). There
were also four Cutthroat Trout identified.

COHO GOOD NEWS AND COHO BAD NEWS
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Well Dorothy Chambers, the coordinator at the fish
fence project, told me the not so cute Otters have
discovered the fish trap at the fish counting fence

and she had the pictures to prove it..

As each and every salmon on the Colquitz River if
a very valuable fish they decided to end the fish
counting for the year so no more Coho would be
caught and turned into fast food by the otters. 

The fence was removed for the rest of
this season. Next year they hope to install a

camera that will capture images of each fish as it
swims through the open trap and thereby avoid the
hungry otters hoping to order more very convenient

take out food at the fish fence window. 
Thanks so much to Dorothy Chambers and all the

volunteers that help protect our urban salmon
every year.

 
For the next couple of weeks you can look for the
Coho gathering on the gravel bars in the Colquitz
River and going up Swan Creek towards Swan

Lake preparing to lay their eggs which, by the way,
the trout love to eat! It is never easy in

nature but we all have to learn to take the good
news with the bad.

Take care, Lenny.

Yes it was good news for the Coho that day, 
but there was some bad news too. Do you

remember those very cute River Otters at Swan
Lake that I showed you a little while ago?

COHO GOOD NEWS AND COHO BAD NEWS
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